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Abstract - License plate recognition system plays very important role in various security aspects which includes entry 

monitoring of a particular vehicle in commercial complex, traffic monitoring , identification of threats and many more. 

In past few years many different methods has been adopted for license plate recognition system but still there is little 

more chance to work on real time difficulties which come across while license plate recognition like speed of vehicle, 

angle of license plate in picture, background of picture or color contrast of image, reflection on the license plate and so 

on. The combination of object detection, image processing, and pattern recognition are used to fulfill this application.  

In the proposed architecture , system will capture a small video and using Google's OCR(Optical Character 

Recognition) system will recognize license number, if that number get found in database gate will get open with the help 

of Arduino Uno.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Considering day to day incidences of theft and illegal entry 

in private campuses, License Plate Recognition(LPR) have 

major area for research. Nowadays, ALPR (Automatic 

License Plate Recognition ) system have a great impact on 

industries. Many industries, government or private campus, 

toll systems, transportation systems are using license plate 

recognition system for security purpose. Also number plate 

recognition system can be implement to monitor traffic on 

the road and can be useful to monitor road accidents [8]. 

License plates of the vehicles is for the identification of the 

vehicle. Also KNN algorithm also gets used for character 

segmentation used in automatic number plate recognition. 

From the license plate of any vehicle we can get to know 

information about vehicle like vehicle owner , vehicle 

model , vehicle engine number. So if this proposed system 

will able to identify number plate of any vehicle which 

passes through any building or campus so we could able to 

keep track of vehicles which get inside of any campus 

without any human effort. License plate detection can be 

implemented using different edge detection methods like 

sobel edge detection or canny edge detection. Mostly 

camera vision techniques are used for this system. Contour 

finding is one of the step used to find region of interest that 

is number plate of vehicle. Still now there is lot of work that 

should be done to effective recognition of license plate 

recognition. Accuracy, processing time, information 

maintenance are the different aspects in the license plate 

recognition on which improvement is needed. While 

working on the system designing for number plate detection 

and character recognition, there are some points that should 

be take care of like blur captured input signal, weather 

conditions, reflection on number plate, background of 

number plate etc. Also system must be able to find ROI that 

is region of interest and should be able to tolerate noise in 

the input signal. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Block Diagram 

 

Fig. 1  Block Diagram of Proposed System 

Camera 

 Once user will click on record button present in GUI as 

shown in Fig 3. camera will turn on for 4 seconds and 

proposed system will capture input video with the help of 
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camera. After that camera will get turn off automatically.  

Captured video will get stored into folder which path is 

given. Generally high resolution camera gets used so that 

captured input will be clear. 

Preprocessing  

Once video gets captured, in this process video will get 

converted into frames. Generally 30 frames gets generated 

per second. While converting video into the frames 

grayscale conversion  takes place on input video .Here is the 

sample python code for converting video into frames: 

cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0) 

ret, frame = cap.read() 

frame = cv2.resize(frame, (640, 480)) 

gray = cv2.cvtColor(frame, cv2.COLOR_RGB2GRAY) 

out.write(frame.astype('uint8')) 

cv2.imshow('frame', frame) 

if cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF == ord('q'): 

    break 

Above program has been used in proposed system to 

convert input video into frames. 

Python IDE   

With the help of Google's OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition) used in python IDE license number will get 

extract from the input frames.  

Google OCR 

Google OCR is used to character recognition and extraction 

from images. Every frame will get passed under the 

algorithm and then license number get recognised once 

clear image is processed. 

Comparison  

Generated frames will get pass through Google's OCR 

algorithm one by one and when the extracted license 

number will get matched with the one of the numbers 

present in the database , access will be given to the vehicle. 

CP210x USB to UART bridge VCP(Virtual Com Port) 

driver 

 CP2102 is used as USB to UART connector. It is used to 

drive different devices with the help of virtual com port. In 

proposed system CP2102 is used to establish serial 

communication between python and arduino uno. 

Display  

 Once license number matched with database respective 

details of the vehicle will get displayed on the console.   

Arduino Uno  

High input pulse is given when license number is found in 

database and motor will give access to vehicle by opening 

the gate. Here is the code for opening the gate: 

#include<SoftwareSerial.h> 

SoftwareSerial espSerial =  SoftwareSerial(2,3);   

#include <Servo.h>  

int servoPin = 4;  

Servo Servo1; 

const int LED13 = 13; // The on-board Arduino LED, close 

to PIN 13. 

void setup()  

{ 

Serial.begin(9600); //  

espSerial.begin(9600); 

Servo1.attach(servoPin); 

} 

void loop()  

{ 

if (espSerial.available() > 0)  

    { 

      char inByte = espSerial.read(); 

      Serial.println(inByte);  

      if (inByte  ==  'A') 

      { 

        Servo1.write(0); 

        delay(5000); 

        Servo1.write(90); 

        delay(1000); 

      }                     

        Servo1.write(0); 

      delay(1000);  

    } 

} 

Servomotor 

Servomotor is used to operate gate if Arduino Uno receives 

high pulse. 

B. Flowchart 

 
 

Fig. 2  Flow Chart of Proposed System 

 

When system gets start high resolution camera made for 

automatic number plate detection will start capturing input 
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video signal. As input video capturing is done , 

preprocessing of video is done which involves video to 

frames conversion and grayscale conversion of input. Once 

input video is captured, colored video is converted to gray 

using "COLOR_RGB2GRAY" function in python and 

video gets converted into frames and frames are converted 

back to colored frames and gets stored. License number gets 

detected from number of frames obtained. Detected number 

from every frame gets compared with the number dataset. 

System will check if detected license number found in 

database or not. If detected number found in database and 

respective information gets displayed on console and a high 

input pulse signal is passed to arduino uno and motor will 

get rotate. If detected number plate is not found in database 

"vehicle not registered " message gets display on console. 

III. RESULTS 

Following are results obtained after successful compilation 

of proposed system. 

Following fig is GUI that gets appeared on the screen after 

starting execution. 

 

Fig. 3 GUI of Proposed System 

Following picture represents recording of input video when 

end user will click on record botton. 

 

Fig. 4 Recording of Input Video 

Once input video captured completely video will get 

converted into frames automatically. 

 

Fig. 5  Video to Frames Conversion 

Each frame will get recognised while processing.Once 

number is recognised it will get matched with database. 

Following is the dataset created in DB Browser SQLite. 

 
Fig. 6 License Number Database in DB Browser SQLite 

 

And match results will be displayed on console as shown in 

figure below. 

 

 

Fig. 7  Final Result 
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IV. OTHER EXPERIMEMT RESULTS 

The proposed system has also been implemented using  

pytesseract OCR. When one of the frames is passed through 

multiple preprocessing operations like grayscale 

conversion, canny edged thresholding, contour finding, etc. 

Results of the proposed system using pytesseract OCR are 

as follow: 

 

Fig. 8  Image Under Process 

 

Fig. 9 Grayscale Image 

 

fig. 10  Threshold Image 

 

Fig. 11  All Contoured Image 

 

Fig. 12  ROI in Image 

 

Fig. 13 Final Result using Pytesseract OCR 

In the above method , found that accuracy of number plate 

recognition is quite poor as compared to Google's OCR. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed system, accurate recognition of license plate 

is prioritized. Reduced processing time while maintaining 

the accuracy of the information captured during vehicle 

surveillance is the achieved .As per the above experiments 

using tesseract OCR accuracy of number plate recognition 

is not so good as it introduce errors while detecting license 

number . It results garbage value if clear input data is not 

provided to the algorithm. In proposed system Google 

character  recognition algorithm is used to improve 

accuracy and processing time of license plate recognition 

system. Also the proposed system is able to process input 

number plate having different color background as well as 

different condition like reflection in number plate. 
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